
Project 4: SEO Audit
By Karri Owens



On-Site SEO



Keywords 
1. Using Moz Keyword Explorer tool, identify the Keywords you might target to drive users to this 

page. Be sure to use a mix of branded and non-branded Keywords.

Head Keywords Tail Keywords

1 Udacity Courses

2 Udacity Review

3 Digital Marketing Classes

4 Digital Marketing Jobs

5 Online Marketing

: Awesome: well done in removing the informational
slides

Awesome: Head and long tail keywords looks good,
branded keywords are included in the exercise



Keyword with the Greatest Potential
Which Head Keyword has the greatest potential?  Digital Marketing Jobs, 1.7-2.9K monthly volume, 

42 difficulty and 88% organic CTR.

Which Tail Keyword has the greatest potential? Online Digital Marketing Training Class, 0-10 monthly 

followers, 63 difficulty and 53% organic CTR.
: Awesome: Good job in identifying keywords with
greatest potential and including their score



Technical Audit: Metadata
DMND URL: http://dmnd.udacity.com/

Current Revision

Title Tag Udacity Digital Marketing Nanodegree 
Program Website

Udacity Online Digital Marketing 
Nanodegree Website

Meta-Description None Learn digital marketing with Udacity online 
digital marketing class and certification in 
the Nanodegree program

Alt-Tag none Describe in detail what the picture is.

: Awesome: Good to see DMND url is also included.
The Meta-Description is within range of length and apt
keywords are used in description. 

Awesome: Alt-tag describes more about the images
which is more specific.



Suggested Blog Topics 
Blog 1- Udacity Courses

201-500 monthly followers, 61 difficulty, and 94% organic ctr

Writing about the specific courses Udacity offers would target this keyword. This blog would increase awareness of all the 
programs Udacity has to offer. People may be interested in one course and see another course they are interested in as well.

Blog 2- A review of Udacity

1.7-2.9K, 31 difficulty and 64 organic ctr.

Write a review of  Udacity and programs they have to offer. The blog would be great for converting leads. People are looking for 
reviews with anything they purchase and could add credibility to Udacity and the programs they offer.

Blog 3-Digital Marketing Jobs

1.7-2.9K, 42 difficulty, 88% organic ctr

Write about the job market for digital marketing, how it is growing and how Udcaity's program targets it's learning program 
towards this job market. It may be added to blog the hands-on training Udacity offers in preparing someone for a digital 
marketing job.

: Awesome- Topic meets the word limit criteria, and is
well written. The blog topics have been well suggested,
Quite Impressive!



Off-Site SEO



Technical Audit: Backlink Audit

Backlink Domain Authority (DA)

1 https://www.nytimes.com/2012/11/04/education/edlife/mas
sive-open-online-courses-are-multiplying-at-a-rapid-pace.ht
ml

99

2 http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2012/10/18/minn
esota_bans_coursera_state_takes_bold_stand_against_free_
education.html

93

3 https://code.org/about/partners 86



Link-Building
Using the SEMRush tool and research, strategize a link-building campaign.

Identify three websites that you think would be relevant, high traffic sites that you would like to gain 
backlinks from to help drive traffic to dmnd.udacity.com.

I got kicked out StemRush before I could finish this part of the project. They wanted to sign 
me for an account. I shouldn’t to put my CC in for this assignment.

Site Name Site URL Organic Search Traffic

1
NVIDIA DRIVE 
Platform

https://developer.nvidia.com/drive

2

3

: No problem I understand, I hope you have understood
the concept though



Performance Testing



Page Index

Explain why the number of pages indexed is important. 



Page Speed

: Awesome: Good job in including a short explanation
on why this metric is important. 



Mobile-Friendly Evaluation
If you don’t have a mobile 
friendly website, that’s a 
lot of users that cannot 
view your site, and a lot of 
potential clients or 
customers that you can 
say goodbye to. And 
Google uses mobile 
friendly sites in SEO 
rankings.



Recommendations



Recommendations
The Technical structure could use some improving:

1. Add Alt Id tags on all the images. None of the images have any Alt Id descriptions. The images should have good descriptions relating to 
the content of the site that incorporates target Keywords. I counted seven images that need alt tags. Search engines cannot read what an 
image, therefore, alt tags give search engines a way to read the image.

2. The meta-data for description content is empty. <meta name="description" content="" />

The meta-data provides a summary of the content on the page. I would add the meta-data "Learn digital marketing online and earn a 
certificate with Udacity's Digital Marketing Nanodegree."

3. The site is not being index with this code shown in the source code: <meta name="robots" content="noindex, nofollow" />

Web crawlers cannot come into the site and gather information for the search engines. I would have this code removed. Indexing is the 
process of adding webpages into Google search.  A no-index tag means that that page will not be added into the web search's index and your 
site cannot be found in search engines.

4. No Keywords in the meta-data:

<meta name="keywords" content="" />

About 10-20 keywords should be added by using a combination of Head and Tail Keywords as well as branded and non-branded Keywords. 
These are the Head and Tail Keywords I came up using MOZ; Udacity Courses, Udacity courses for college credit, 

Udacity Review, Udacity free course certificate,

Digital Marketing Classes, Online digital marketing class, Digital Marketing Jobs, Digital marketing training courses, Online Marketing, Online 
digital marketing certification.

: Awesome: All the recommendations are impressive
and technically correct


